Abstract-In this paper we propose a novel algorithm called the Bandit-Inspired Memetic Algorithm (BIMA) and we have applied it to solve different large instances of the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP). Like other memetic algorithms, BIMA makes use of local search and a population of solutions. The novelty lies in the use of multi-armed bandit algorithms and assignment matrices for generating novel solutions, which will then be brought to a local minimum by local search. We have compared BIMA to multi-start local search (MLS) and iterated local search (ILS) on five QAP instances, and the results show that BIMA significantly outperforms these competitors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world problems in logistics, transport, and manufacturing can be modeled as combinatorial optimization problems. These problems have a huge set of possible solutions, and the goal of an optimization algorithm is to find the best solution. Since most of these problems are known to be NP-hard, the most promising optimization algorithms use heuristics to find good solutions without huge computational costs. There are many different optimization algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithms [1] , Tabu Search [2] , Simulated Annealing being derived from the Metropolis Algorithm [3] , and Ant Colony Systems [4] . A promising class of methods are meta-heuristics [5] and memetic algorithms [6] , [7] that integrate a simple local search algorithm in their framework. The advantage of using local search is that it automatically finds a local optimum when given some newly generated solution. Therefore, the global search only has to consider the space of local optima, which is usually much smaller than the space containing all feasible solutions.
Quadratic Assignment Problems. The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is a combinatorial optimization problem introduced by Koopmans and Beckmann in 1957 as a formal model for allocating indivisible economical activities [8] . Informally, there is a given number of facilities to assign to the same number of locations in an optimal way; a mutual distance is given between locations, as is the flow, a number which quantifies the mutual interaction between facilities. The optimality is reached by placing the facilities in the locations so that the complete solution minimizes the summation of the products of distance and flow between all the facilities.
Several optimization objectives of the problem have been proposed in literature; the following one, proposed by Ç ela in [9] , is probably the most commonly used:
where n is the size of the problem instance, f is the flow matrix, f ij is the directed flow between facility i and facility j, d is the distance matrix, and d ij is the directed distance between location i and location j. Finally, π represents a possible permutation over (1,2,...,n) and π(i) corresponds to the index of the location to which facility i is assigned. The aim is to minimize the cost function defined by formula (1) . The QAP has been proven NP-hard in [10] . Main contributions. This paper describes the novel banditinspired memetic algorithm (BIMA), which combines memetic algorithms with multi-armed bandit algorithms [11] and local assignment matrices to generate novel solutions. BIMA uses a population of solutions and local search to obtain a set of local minima from newly generated solutions. The novelty in the method is the use of a multi-armed bandit algorithm on a set of local assignment fitness matrices to globally search for promising novel solutions. The idea of BIMA is to select local assignments using the multi-armed bandit algorithm and to enforce these promising assignments on a solution of an individual in the population. After generating a novel solution, local search is used to obtain a local optimum.
Multi-armed bandit (MAB) algorithms are an important framework in reinforcement learning [12] , [13] used mainly to study the theoretical properties of these advanced machine learning algorithms. In evolutionary computation, adaptive operator selection algorithms have made use of MAB algorithms to select a good genetic operator (like mutation operators with different exchange rates [14] , [15] ). MABs are preferred to other on-line learning algorithms because they are simple, easy to implement and to tune. To our knowledge the application of MAB algorithms to combinatorial optimization for keeping information about the structure of the search space and to generate novel solutions by selecting assignments to enforce on a solution is new. In this context, the strength of bandit algorithms is that they integrate information about the fitness and popularity of assignments over time in order to optimally cope with the exploration/exploitation trade-off.
We have performed a comparison of BIMA to multi-start local search and iterated local search on five QAP instances. The results show that BIMA obtains significantly better results on all problem instances.
Outline of this paper. In Section II, we describe several optimization algorithms related to meta-heuristics and memetic algorithms. In Section III, we describe the BanditInspired Memetic Algorithm. Section IV describes related work that inspired the development of BIMA. Then, in Section V the experimental setup and results will be given. Section VI concludes the paper and describes some possibilities for future work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the two main algorithmic concepts upon which the BIMA algorithm is built.
A. Local-search Based Algorithms
Intuitively, local search (LS) [16] starts from an initial solution and iteratively generates new solutions using a neighborhood strategy. Each step, a solution that improves over the existing best-so-far solution is chosen. The algorithm stops when there is no improvement possible. Best improvement LS explores all the individuals in the neighborhood of a solution and selects the best solution that is improving over the initial solution and all the other visited solutions. In a firstimprovement local search the hunt stops as soon as a better solution is encountered. The local search technique has the limitation of stopping once a local minimum is reached, which translates into reaching a solution whose neighborhood does not contain any improvement.
A suitable neighborhood operator for QAPs is the 2-exchange swapping operator that swaps the locations of two different facilities. This operator is attractive because of its linear time to compute the change in the cost function with the condition that the flow and distance matrices are symmetrical [7] . The size of the neighborhood increases quadratically with the number of facilities.
Multi-start Local Search (MLS). Multi-start local search is probably the simplest meta-heuristic. The idea of MLS consists of restarting the search from a random solution once a local minimum has been reached by local search, and to repeat this until a termination condition is reached. The resulting MLS method can be classified as a meta-heuristic due to its ability of exploring different areas of the search space. There are certain limitations in MLS design because it is basically random sampling in the space of local optima. Therefore, it does not scale up well to a large number of local optima.
Iterated Local Search (ILS). In permutation problems like QAPs, the mutation operator interchanges facilities between different locations. When LS uses the 2-exchange operator to generate a neighborhood, the mutation operator should exchange at least the locations of three facilities to escape from the region of attraction of a local optimum. The m-exchange mutation uniform randomly selects m distinct pairs of facilities for which the locations are sequentially exchanged. This global step to generate a new initial solution is performed after a local optimum has been found using the best found solution during the entire run. Thus, the only difference between MLS and ILS is in the technique used to restart LS. The advantage of ILS is that it exploits possible structural relationships in the search space (i.e. correlations or blocks in the QAP matrices).
Memetic Algorithms. In memetic algorithms [7] , [6] . a genetic algorithm is combined with an individual refinement of the single solutions using local search. The advantage is that the quality of solutions in the population is improved before they share genetic information with their peers. Memetic algorithms have been shown to outperform genetic algorithms for some difficult problems (see e.g., [7] ). ILS and MLS store only a single best-so-far solution whereas memetic algorithms use a population of solutions optimized with local search.
B. Multi-armed Bandits
One of the most important problems involved in a search algorithm is to optimally cope with the exploration/exploitation trade-off. It is important that previously found solutions that are very good are used to construct new solutions (exploitation), but the new solution should be sufficiently different in order to explore large parts of the search space (exploration). Achieving a good compromise between the two extremes is not a problem found only in meta-heuristics; it is in fact common in reinforcement learning [12] , planning [17] and dealing with imperfect knowledge in general. One of the archetypal examples of such dilemma is the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) model, known since the beginning of the century and first formalized in its current form by Robbins in 1951 [18] .
The MAB models the uncertainty faced by a gambler who has to choose how to spend his coins among K onearmed bandits, each behaving according to an independent and initially unknown probability distribution, in order to maximize his final profit. An alternative way of describing the gambler's goal is to talk about regret minimization, where the regret is the difference between the profit obtained by an ideal sequence of plays (always pulling the best arm, if the reward distributions are stationary) and the performed plays.
There are multiple bandit solvers, and our focus is on optimistic index policies, and on the Upper Convergence Bound (cUCB for short, [11] ) in particular. cUCB is one of the most applied techniques to solve multi-armed bandit problems. The idea behind cUCB involves computing for each arm an upper bound for the returned reward, basing the bound estimation on both the rewards history and the accuracy of the reward estimation (the number of pulls performed on the arm). Whenever the gambler has to choose which arm to pull, he finds out the value of cUCB for each arm according to formula (2) and selects the highest scoring one.
The first term in the formula,x t j , encodes the expected average reward for arm j according to the knowledge available in timestep t. Always choosing the arm with the highest expected reward would result in a purely exploitative algorithm, so the formula includes a second term to deal with exploration. The variable p t j represents the number of times arm j has been pulled at time-step t, making the value of the second term in formula (2) inversely proportional to the arm popularity. c is some parameter that can be tweaked, although its value is often just set to 2, like in the original UCB algorithm [11] .
III. BANDIT-INSPIRED MEMETIC ALGORITHM (BIMA)
In this section, we describe how we combined multi-armed bandits with local search in a novel memetic algorithm. BIMA consists of 3 important factors: (1) a population of solutions, (2) a set of local assignment matrices, and (3) a multi-armed bandit algorithm to select assignments to enforce on a solution. Algorithm (1) shows the pseudocode of BIMA.
In the initialization phase, a pool of random solutions is generated. Here ps denotes the population size. Then, 2opt local search creates an initial pool with only local minima.
After that the algorithm constantly selects assignments to enforce on a solution of an individual in the pool. This is done by first selecting a subset A t of all allowed assignments. This subset either contains the assignments from (1) another parent, a randomly selected donor parent, or (2) the assignments currently in the whole population, or (3) all possible assignments (which contain n × n possibilities). The decision which subset to select is made randomly.
After a subset is selected, the method selects assignments based on some parameters and local assignment matrices. This method, select assignments forms the core of the algorithm, and will be explained later.
The method enforce assignments simply puts the selected assignments in the selected individual. To create valid solutions, local swaps will be performed between the assignments to enforce and the assignments that were in the individual before.
Finally, the newly generated solution is brought to a local minimum using 2opt local search. After that the fitness of the new solution is compared to the fitness of the previous solution of the individual and replaces the old solution if its fitness (cost) is lower.
The core of the algorithm is the select assignments step. This step makes use of local assignment matrices and a multiarmed bandit algorithm, which we will now explain in more detail.
A. Local Assignment Fitness Matrices
An approach common to Tabu Search [2] , ACS algorithms [19] and univariate EDA algorithms [20] , [21] is to associate to single assignments flags or values that are then used to guide the search. Ant Colonies and several EDA algorithms in particular approach the QAP by keeping an n × n matrix
until stop condition encoding the desirability of each assignment χ i,j in timestep t. These assignment matrices store the desirability of assigning each facility i to location j, and therefore have size n × n, where n is the size of the problem instance. The best assignments can then be selected from the assignment matrix and used to change an existing solution. This kind of explicit memory is appealing, because it can add an additional dimension to the search by efficiently reusing data already gathered during the algorithm execution.
The idea in BIMA is to keep track of a local fitness value for each assignment, and to store them in the local fitness matrix F t (l), where l denotes the individual in the pool. The valuẽ f t ij (l) in the matrix represents the aggregate fitness associated to assignment χ i,j . The local fitness matrix belongs to a single individual in the solution pool.
At every update,f t ij (l) is computed by linearly combining the average fitness of the solutions visited by individual l containing that assignment (f t ij (l), with weight w 1 ) and the fitness of the best solution with χ i,j in it (f t ij (l), with weight 1 − w 1 ), as in Equation (3). These values are updated every time a solution of individual l containing that assignment is evaluated.f
The great majority of the evaluations takes place during local search. Updating the matrix values during local search is considered sort of compulsory to get a decent estimation of the fitness. We note that all fitness values are normalized between 0 and 1, which is required by the used bandit algorithm.
B. Local Assignment Pull-count Matrices
Next to the local fitness matrices, the algorithm uses local pull-count matrices. The pull counts p t ij (l) are stored in matrix P t (l) and updated whenever the associated assignment is involved in a solution belonging to individual l being evaluated. The pull-counts are used to compute the accuracy of the estimation of the associated local assignment fitness values. The main question is when to update the counts associated to each assignment. This should go together with the update of the fitness estimations, which is mostly done during local search. Considering that the formula being put together is not going to be involved with local search, this means that in the vast majority of cases the arms are not pulled because of their higher index score. In fact, most of the pulls are performed implicitly while traversing 2-opt neighborhoods.
An interesting consequence of this is that when the bandit formula, which will be explained next, is used to select a set of assignments to enforce on a specific solution, the assignments not involved in local search will be more likely to be selected due to their higher exploration term. These assignments are also more likely to be outside the basin of attraction of the 2-optimized solution, which is a very desirable property for an operator that has to complement local search.
The local pull-count and fitness matrices are zero-initialized. Since local search is performed as the first step on the random initial solutions, we found that in practice after the first local search phase all assignments were visited. However, to deal with the theoretical possibility that an assignment was not explored, we checked the values of the pull-count matrices and initialized them to 1 in case they were never visited. We did this since the pull-counts should always be positive integers for the bandit algorithm.
C. Multi-armed Bandit Algorithms
We will now describe how we adapted the cUCB bandit algorithm to select assignments to enforce on some solution of a selected individual. Devised as a complement to local search, select assignments(A t , l, ms, c) is used once in each macro-iteration. An individual l is randomly chosen from the ps available (ps is the population size), then ms assignments are selected to be enforced on the associated solution. These assignments are the ones from the selected subset of assignments A t for which the following formula takes the highest scores:
The first part in this equation is the exploitation term. It uses 1 minus the normalized (between 0 and 1) fitness value to prefer the assignments from A t having the lowest cost. The second term is the exploration term from cUCB now making use of the local pull-count matrices.
We want to note that many of the properties characterizing the MAB are lost in the combinatorial optimization scenario. More than one assignment needs to be enforced at once, otherwise the chances of getting out of the basin of attraction of the previous minimum would be pretty slim. Furthermore, the quality measure of an assignment is dependent on the rest of the assignments in the solution as well. This implies that assignments are not independent as arms are assumed to be, and that also non "pulled" assignments are influencing the feedback. One more consequence is that the feedback associated to an assignment can change according to the neighborhood(s) being analyzed. Nonetheless, the loss of theoretical bounds and properties does not take away from the fact that it is interesting to see how an algorithm like cUCB performs in balancing exploration and exploitation in this new algorithm.
IV. RELATED WORK
In this section we will describe several methods related to BIMA. We note that it is not our intention to fully cover the field of combinatorial optimization algorithms, since the field is simply too large to cover in one paper.
Ant Colony Systems. Ant Colony Systems (ACS), first introduced by Marco Dorigo in [4] , attempt to solve combinatorial optimization problems by imitating the behavior of worker ants hunting for food. In ACS virtual ants are traveling around the search space, composing solutions by combining heuristic evaluations with values left behind in virtual pheromone trails, to which an evaporation factor is applied at each iteration. The pheromone trails determine the goodness of a specific assignment. By having different ants constructing different solutions using them, the best solution(s) can be used to increase the pheromone trails of assignments belonging to these solutions. Then, in the future more ants will compose solutions with the assignments in the best found solutions.
A later implementation of the Ant System specifically tailored for the Quadratic Assignment Problem is HAS-QAP, introduced by Gambardella, Taillard and Dorigo in 1999 [19] . Here the ants use the information in the trails to alter previously generated solutions, instead of generating new ones from scratch. Another relevant tweak is the inclusion of a local search routine that improves the solutions generated by the ants themselves. Both these approaches, altering previous solutions and local search, found their way into BIMA as well.
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms. Another category of population-based algorithms are Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) [22] , [20] . These methods, whose theoretical foundation is in probability theory, build a probabilistic model around good solutions and use that as a guide in exploring the search space. The model is constantly updated to include information about newly generated solutions. An algorithm related to BIMA was proposed in [21] , where an assignment matrix contains values that directly encode the probability of altering a solution with each of the assignments. These probabilities are adapted based on the best found solutions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In this section, we will first explain which QAP instances we have used to compare BIMA to MLS and ILS. After that we will present our experimental results.
A. Experimental Setup
We used QAP instances from QAPLIB, which is a repository for QAP instances and results. To compare BIMA to MLS and ILS, five instances of various sizes have been selected from QAPLIB: nug30, ste36a, tai60a, tai80a, and sko100a. Table I provides for each instance the fitness of the best known minimum, the size n of the instances, the amount of fitness evaluations specified for the stopping condition, and the number of runs we performed with BIMA, MLS, and ILS. The number of evaluations is the same for all methods, and this number was selected based on a compromise between the goodness of found solutions and the computational time needed to run the experiments. We have used firstimprovement local search in all three methods. We note that on the two smaller instances shown in Table I , BIMA always found the best known optimum [23] . However, these problems turn out to have multiple global minima. Therefore, on these two problems we will compare the methods based on how many different global optima they find in a run. This experiment will therefore show the explorative power of the three methods. For the three larger instances BIMA, ILS, and MLS could not always stretch down to the known minimum in the specified amount of iterations. Therefore, the behavior of the methods on these instances is compared focusing on how close -on average -they get to the best known minimum, within the allowed execution boundaries.
BIMA uses four parameters, which we selected based on preliminary experiments and which we kept constant for the five QAP instances. The used parameters for BIMA are: the population size ps is set to 70. The number of assignments that are each time selected and enforced, ms, is set to 1/6·n, where n is the size of the problem (e.g. 80 for tai80a). The value for c in cUCB is simply set to 2 (although we will show results with different values for c for the two smaller QAP instances).
The value for w 1 used for combining the lowest fitness of all solutions in which an assignment belonged to and the average fitness, is set to 0.5. ILS has one single parameter, m which was each macro-iteration set randomly between a value of 3 and 1/3 · n, as in [24] , [25] . MLS does not require any parameters.
B. Experimental Results on the Smaller QAP Instances
We are also interested in the influence of the c parameter on BIMA's effectiveness to find different global minima. When c is large, the exploration power of the method increases, but this may be at the cost of exploiting previously found good solutions less well. The results on nug30 for BIMA with different values of c and ILS and MLS can be found in Table  II . The table shows how many different global minima are found by the three methods. The results show that unlike MLS and ILS, BIMA always finds a global minimum, and even finds multiple of them. MLS finds a global minimum in less than 50% of the runs and is therefore also outperformed by ILS. Figure 1 shows the average number of global minima found in nug30 during an entire run when different c-values are used in BIMA. The figure shows that the number of found global minima in general increases with c, although the best value we tested is c = 10. The results for ste36a can be found in Table III . Again the results show that unlike MLS and ILS, BIMA always finds a global minimum, and finds multiple of them. MLS only rarely finds one global minima and is again the worst method. Figure 2 shows the average number of global minima found on ste36a during an entire run when different c-values are used in BIMA. The figure shows that for this larger problem values of c between 1 and 10 work best. The use of a very large value, c = 100, can lead to too much exploration and too little exploitation. 
C. Experimental Results on the Larger QAP Instances
The results for tai60a can be found in Table IV . The minimum would be reached if the score would be 100.0, so it is clear that within the allowed search time, none of the three methods finds the optimum. However, the best found solution of the three methods was found by BIMA. Furthermore, if we compare the means of the best solutions found in the 50 runs using a student t-test, BIMA significantly (p < 0.01) outperforms ILS and MLS. On its turn, ILS significantly outperforms MLS.
In Figure 3 , the optimization process is shown. It shows that BIMA immediately finds better solutions than ILS and MLS, and is able to improve the best found solution faster than the other methods. The figure also shows that at the end BIMA is still improving, so it is probable that with much more evaluations, the optimum will be found. Figure 3 . This figure shows how the average fitness of the best solution found improves over time for tai60a. We plotted the results after each 30,000,000 evaluations (steps T0 until T9). The experiments were repeated 50 times.
The results for tai80a can be found in Table V . The best found solution of the three methods was found by BIMA. If we compare the means using a student t-test, BIMA significantly (p < 0.01) outperforms ILS and MLS. Again, ILS significantly outperforms MLS. In Figure 4 , the optimization process is shown on tai80a. The figure shows that BIMA again finds better solutions faster than ILS and MLS, and is able to improve the best found solution faster than the other methods. At the end BIMA is still improving a lot. The results for sko100a can be found in Table VI . The best found solution of the three methods was again found by BIMA, which for this problem found a solution very close to the best optimum known. If we compare the means using a student t-test, BIMA significantly (p < 0.01) outperforms ILS and MLS. Again, ILS significantly outperforms MLS. In Figure 5 , the optimization process is shown on sko100a. The figure shows that BIMA again finds better solutions faster than ILS and MLS, and is able to improve the best found solution faster than the other methods. Again, at the end BIMA is still improving.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper the novel BIMA algorithm was described. BIMA is a memetic algorithm combining a population of solutions and a local search algorithm. BIMA is different from other memetic algorithms in the way it generates novel solutions in its global search. BIMA combines a multi-armed bandit algorithm and information stored in local fitness and pull- Figure 5 . This figure shows how the average fitness of the best solution found improves over time for sko100a. We plotted the results after each 30,000,000 evaluations (steps T0 until T9). The experiments were repeated 50 times. count matrices to select promising explorative assignments for a specific individual in the solution pool. These assignments are then enforced on a solution and a valid solution is made by using local swaps between new assignments and previous ones in the solution. Finally, BIMA uses local search to bring the newly generated solution to a local optimum.
The results showed that BIMA is very fast in finding good solutions for difficult QAP instances and is able to keep on improving its best found solution during the entire run. BIMA significantly outperformed MLS and ILS on three hard QAP instances. On two smaller QAP instances, the results showed that BIMA has much better explorative capabilities than MLS and ILS, and it is able to find multiple global minima. Therefore, the power of BIMA is in its effective way of handling the exploration/exploitation trade-off. This was also our main goal when we developed the algorithm.
In future work we want to run longer experiments with BIMA to see whether and how fast it finds the best known minima. Furthermore, we want to integrate ideas from linkage learning in the BIMA framework, since currently assignments are selected without considering other assignments already in a solution. Using higher order information in the local assignment matrices, it may be possible to develop an even better combinatorial optimization algorithm. Finally, we want to extend the BIMA algorithm to other combinatorial optimization problems and compare BIMA to the best known algorithms in literature.
